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Abstract: Synthetic organic chemists endeavor to develop new reaction conditions, improve
product yields, and enhance atom economy (synthetic methodologies), whereas the material
scientists strive to create novel functional molecules/structures, increase device stabilities, and
promote power conversion efficiencies via device engineering (organic optoelectronics). However,
these two prominent research fields seem to have no intersections. Since joining national central
university in 2012, our research philosophy aims to narrow, or rather to bridge the gap between
synthetic methodologies and π-functional organic materials. In contrast to using multistep
synthetic approaches based on Suzuki- or Stille coupling reactions, this personal account
describes various step-saving and viable synthesis-shortcuts developed by our group, to access
thiophene-based small molecules for optoelectronic applications. We expect these succinct and
user-friendly alternative pathways designed by synthetic chemists would help material scientists
to reach their target molecules in a more step-economical manner.
Keywords: C H Activation, Direct C H Arylation, Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells, Hole-Transporting Materials, Perovskite Solar Cells

1. Introduction
In pharmaceutical chemistry and organic electronics, the main
active ingredients are usually called “functional molecules”
since they are responsible for specific biological interactions
(e. g. drugs) or light-emitting while responding to electric
current (e. g. organic light-emitting diodes: OLED). In general,
to access these target compounds relied enormously on
transition-metal catalyzed carbon-carbon bond forming reactions, which has been regarded as one of the most useful tools
in synthesis-related fields.[1] Further, in order to improve
reaction efficiencies and meet some of the conditions rquired
in green chemistry, scientists have been working hard since
almost three decades to discover more effective synthetic
methodologies with high atom-/step-economy and to minimise
hazardous wastes, using the pronounced direct C H bond
functionalizations. Pioneers such as Murai,[2–7] Chatani,[8–10]
Kakiuchi,[11–13] Mori,[14] Fagnou,[15] Sanford,[16] Ackermann,[17]
Yorimitsu,[18] Itami,[19] and Yu[20] et al. However, we noticed
that, in most cases, synthetic chemists focused on creating new
catalytic systems with improved efficiencies, enhancing reaction selectivity, or challenging on difficult chemical transformations. Nevertheless, the potential function and application of the created methodologies and products were much less
explored, particularly the application associated with organic
semiconducting materials. On the other hand, materials
chemists paid attention to the nanoengineering of device
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structures and interfacial phenomenon, ultmately, to achieve
higher energy conversion efficiencies. In addition, due to some
limitations and different research interests, most researchers
from materials area would not devote themselves to the
synthetic parts that usually appeared in the very first stage of
materials-oriented research. Indeed, it is commonly that
selection of an appropriate synthetic plan/strategy and
optimization of the key reaction parameters were usually
omitted. That is, as long as the analytically valid target
molecules could be obtained, researchers would go on with
further device applications of major interest even though a
poor conversion/yield of products was observed. Therefore,
this article aims to show that bridging the gap from synthetic
chemistry to applied optoelectronic materials now becomes
realizable. As shown in Figure 1, we have successfully
intersected two important research fields, thus leading to the
formation of an interdisciplinary concept: development of the
functional-materials-oriented in-depth synthetic methodolo-

Figure 1. Bridging the gap from synthetic methodologies to organic
optoelectronic materials.
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gies. In other words, it would be possible for the material
chemists to choose a more efficient alternative synthetic
pathway to access their designated functional molecules.
Among various optoelectronic applications based on our
synthetic protocols, we mainly focused on the solar cell related
organic materials (dye-sensitized- and perovskite solar cells)
throughout this article.

2. Development of Step-Saving Synthetic Routes
for Functional Oligo(hetero)aryls
Since 2012, we have been endeavoring to research the targetoriented synthetic strategies for accessing a variety of πconjugated small molecules, mostly working on the efficient
conjugation extension and functional-group diversification of
various thiophene-based derivatives appealing to material
scientists, through direct C H activation/arylation reactions.
Examples are provided below from 2.1 through 2.4.
2.1. Pd-Catalyzed Direct C-H Arylation of Thieno[3,4-c]
pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)
Thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD) is a versatile electrondeficient building block commonly applied in organic optoelectronic materials. In 2014,[21] we demonstrated a stepeconomical synthetic approach for the facile preparation of a
variety of TPD-based oligoaryls using palladium-catalyzed
direct C H arylation as key step. Compared to the tradtional
synthetic method requiring substrate prefunctionalizations
(bromination, Li/Br-exchange, and transmetalation), our protocol based on optimized C H activation/arylation was more
succinct and user-friendly, providing a viable alternative route
to functionalized donor-TPD-donor (D A D) and
acceptor TPD acceptor
(A‘ A A‘)
type
oligomers
(Scheme 1).
This methodology that efficiently extended the conjugation
length of TPD moiety was compatible with various functional
groups including ester, nitrile, ketone, aldehyde and amine

Scheme 1. Preparation of thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)-based πconjugated oligomers: multistep vs. step-economical synthetic pathways.

(Scheme 2). However, we failed to arylate TPD with bromoarenes bearing sensitive moieties such as nitro and isothiocyanate
groups. These two functional groups were destroyed under
C H/C Br coupling conditions. It must be noted that present
reaction conditions were optimized merely for the electrondeficient TPD (particularly the obvious solvent effect)[21] and
may not work effectively with other thiophene-based small
molecules or derivatives.
2.2. Direct C-H Arylation of Thieno[3,4-c]
pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD) Using Inexpensive Copper
Catalyst
As a comparative study from palladium-catalysed direct C H
arylation of TPD, we also conducted a copper-catalysed
version since the copper-based complexes are inexpensive while
exhibiting comparable catalytic capability toward C H/C I
coupling reactions.[22] A variety of symmetrical oligoaryls were
successfully prepared by directly coupling TPD with the
corresponding iodoarenes under pre-optimized reaction conditions and selected examples were provided in Scheme 3.
Similar to Section 2.1, this reaction condition was designed
mainly for the electron-withdrawing unit (TPD and its
derivatives). In addition, it was found that this copper-
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Scheme 2. Selected examples of Pd-catalysed direct C H arylation of TPD.

Scheme 3. Selected examples of Cu-catalysed direct C H arylation of TPD.
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catalysed C H arylation was limited to coupling of the more
reactive aryl iodides. Reaction of TPD with aryl bromides has
shown to be less inefficient. A more effective [Cu]-based
catalytic system for aryl bromides is now under investigation.
Although using bromoarenes or even chloroarenes as coupling
partners in copper-catalysed C H arylations is challenging, we
think it is becoming an interesting topic in academia and for
researchers in industries since copper salts, bromo-, and
chloro-substituted substrates are relatively cheaper, which
would make this approach a lower-cost synthetic alternative to
the palladium-governed methodologies for functional π-conjugated organic materials.
2.3. A Step-Saving Synthetic Route to TPD Core-Based
D π A π D Type Oligoaryls
Donor-πAcceptor-π-Donor type symmetrical oligoaryls have
been extensively used as modern organic optoelectronic
materials such as organic photovoltaic cells (OPVCs) and
organic field-effect transistors (OFETs). Synthetically, accessing these small molecules relied on Suzuki- or Stille crosscoupling reactions, taking at least six steps. In 2015,[23] we
demonstrated a number of efficient synthetic routes for the
facile preparation of D π A π D type oligoaryls bearing an
electron-deficient TPD at central position. Different from the
commonly used six-step methods, target molecules shown in
Scheme 4 were synthesized within three steps by two symmetrical disconnections (from-core synthesis and from-end
synthesis: cutting sequences expressed by green and red
scissors). Interestingly, one of our synthetic approaches (fromcore synthesis) could be further modified to two-step in onepot reaction protocols, which significantly simplified the
existing procedures previously reported in literatures.

2.4. Grignard Reagent-Free Synthesis of Alkyl-Thiophenes,
-Furans, -Selenophenes, and -Pyrroles
Alkyl-substituted thiophenes are versatile building blocks in
the synthesis of homopolymers and copolymers for applications in organic photovoltaic materials. The alkyl chains on
thiophene are of particular importance since they are responsible for promoting materials solubility and adjusting molecular crystallinity, which would influence the solution-processable device fabrication, film formation quality, and eventually
the power conversion efficiencies. However, introducing alkyl
groups to thiophenes mainly relied on nickel-catalysed
Kumada cross-coupling reactions, requiring the preparation
and treatment of air-sensitive alkyl Grignard reagents. Gosmini
and coworkers reported a convenient reductive alkylation
protocol for the formation of Csp2 Csp3 bonds using
inexpensive cobalt salt (CoBr2) as catalyst.[24] However, the
substrate scope was limited to aryl halides. Reductive alkylation
of organic-electronics-important heteroaryl halides with alkyl
halides by cobalt complexes was rare. In addition, for material
scientists/chemists to access alkyl heteroarenes, using straightforward synthetic approaches that avoid the preparation of
moisture-sensitive organometallic reagents such as organomagnesium- or organozinc reagents is of first choice. Hence, in
2015, our group described a cobalt-catalyzed alkylation
reaction focusing on the employment of organic-materialssignificant heteroaryls including thiophenes, furans, selenophenes, and pyrroles. This synthetic route was more succinct,
free of conducting the magnesium insertion reactions
(Scheme 5). Selected examples for the alkylation of various of
heteroarenes are demonstrated in Scheme 6.[25]

Scheme 4. Preparation of D π A π D type oligoaryls: multistep- vs. two-step in one-pot synthesis.
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3.1. Efficient Synthesis of D A π A Organic Dyes for
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells by Sequential C H/C Br
Couplings

Scheme 5. Convenient synthesis of versatile alkyl-substituted thiophenes by
cobalt-catalysed reactions.

Scheme 6. Selected examples for the reductive alkylation of bromoheteroaryls
with alkyl iodides.

3. Application of the Direct C H Arylation
Reactions in Organic Solar Cells
While Suzuki and Stille reactions were often used by material
chemists for assembling π-conjugated building blocks, herein
we demonstrate a series of step-saving and viable synthetic
approaches to access various functional small molecules for use
in organic solar cell devices. These alternative routes employed
straightforward C H/C X or C H/C H coupling reactions
as key step, thus omitting tedious substrate prefunctionlizations including borylation, stannylation, and halogenation
previously thought to be inevitable. The photovoltaic application of our synthetic strategies mainly focused on organic dyesensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and perovskite solar cells (PSCs).

In contrast to conventional six-step synthesis, we developed a
two-step access to various D A π A (D: donors; A: acceptors)
type organic dyes incorporating thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione
(TPD) as internal acceptor (Scheme 7).[26] Palladium-catalyzed
direct C H/C Br coupling reaction was used as the key
transformation and the related reaction parameters including
ligands, additives, bases, and solvents were carefully screened.
However, it was found that the order for introducing donor or
acceptor moiety to TPD was important. For example, reaction
of TPD with the donor led to the formation of desired donorTPD H predominately, whereas the coupling of TPD with
the acceptor resulted in the generation of unwanted acceptorTPD-acceptor as major product, even though the loading ratio
of acceptor and TPD was adjusted to 1.0 : 2.0. Actually we
have also tried the two-step in one-pot reaction procesures,
adding the donor and acceptor successively to TPD, without
the isolation of the key intermediate (donor-TPD H).
Unfortunately, we obtained a complex mixture that was
difficult to analyze and we failed to isolate the target
D A π A dye molecule.
This synthetic strategy was applied for the facile preparation of two D A π A type small molecules with extended
conjugation lengths. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) were
fabricated using CYL-1 or CYL-2 as photo-sensitizers,
demonstrating power conversion efficiencies (PCE) of 5.33
and 4.61 %, respectively (Scheme 8).[26] In addition to the key
C H/C Br coupling reactions, according to our former
experiences and personal opinions on synthesis, we think the
conversion of the aldehyde group into the corresponding
cyanoacetic acid by Knoevenagel condensation was somehow
very tricky (under acidic or basic reaction conditions): either
we failed to observe any desired products or obtain a fairly low
conversion. Moreover, the target sensitizers equipped with a
carboxylic acid group usually turned to be a very polar

Scheme 7. Synthesis of D A π A type organic dyes: six-step vs. two-step
approach.
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Scheme 8. CYL-1 and CYL-2: step-saving synthesis and application in dyesensitized solar cells.

molecule that was difficult to separate by column chromatography. The eluents with a much higher polarity was necessary.
3.2. Versatile End-Groups for Organic Optoelectronic
Materials: Efficient Synthesis and Photovoltaic
Applications
The terminal moieties placed at both ends of π-conjugated
oligomers are called end-groups. These molecules are of great
importance because they are responsible for tuning the
optoelectronic properties for specific applications in organic
materials such as photovoltaic cells, light emitting diodes and
field-effect transistors. Usually they are divided into donortype (electron-donating) and acceptor-type (electron-withdrawing) molecules. Access to these end-groups, however, were
limited to conventional cross-coupling reactions, requiring the
substrate prefunctionalizations including halogenations and
metalations. In 2017, we reported a step-economical synthetic
route to various practical end-capping groups (Scheme 9).[27]
Actually we also encountered unsuccesssful examples: direct
C H arylation of thiophene with the bromo-substrates bearing
dicyano- or cyanoester-substituted olefins. No target products
were generated under the optimum reaction conditions. We
observed the dicyano and cyanoester moieties were converted
into the corresponding aldehyde groups, implying the starting
materals or the formed products underwent hydrolysis during
reactions.

Scheme 9. Efficient new synthesis of various versatile end-group molecules.

Scheme 10. CYL-3 and CYL-4: application of the end-groups in synthesizing
new D A π A’ type dye-sensitizers.

In Scheme 10, we also reported the application of the
optimized methodology in the efficient preparation of two
D A π A’ type small-molecule dye sensitizers, using the
Chem. Rec. 2021, 21, 1 – 12
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facilely obtained donor- or acceptor type end-groups. To access
CYL-3 or CYL-4 by traditional synthetic approaches would
take at least 14 steps.

reactants (2-bromothiophene) and the target π A π product,
which may lead to complicated and undesired side-reactions.
Hence, we suggested that a careful control of reaction time
and temperature was necessary.

3.3. Facile Synthesis of Versatile π Acceptor π Type
Building Blocks by Optimized Direct C-H/C-Br Coupling
Reactions

3.4. Sn- and Pd-Free Synthesis of D π A Organic
Sensitizers by Cu Catalyzed Direct C H Arylations

Symmetrical π acceptor π (π A π) type small molecules have
been considered as versatile building blocks since they were
often incorporated in π-conjugated materials as core-groups,
end-groups, or spacers. For macromolecular materials, they
were used as monomers in chemical polymerization reactions.
Recently, we developed a facile synthetic approach to prepare
various π acceptor π oligo(hetero)aryls and one example was
employed to demonstrate the application in the synthesis of a
new organic sensitizer (CYL-12), displaying a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.86 % while fabricated as dyesensitized solar cells (Scheme 11).[28]
Regarding the major limitation of present methdodology,
we think these C H/C Br coupling reactions were challenging
because of the competitive arylable C H bonds on both of the

In addition to the commonly used palladium-based complexes,
in 2017,[29] we reported a C H arylation synthetic strategy for
various D π A type organic dyes employing inexpensive
copper salts as catalyst for the key Csp2-Csp2 bond-forming
reactions. Two representative examples are provided in
Scheme 12. After converting the aldehyde group into cyanoacetic acids, the obtained products were used as sensitizers for
the fabrication of dye-sensitized solar cells, showing the highest
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 6.20 %. As a synthetic
point of view for this work, even though copper salts are much
cheaper than palladium complexes, Cu-catalysed direct C H/
C I coupling reaction was relatively less efficient than the Pdcatalysed version. Therefore, the amount of catalyst-loading
was raised to 30 mol% for a better conversion.
3.5. Using Cross-Dehydrogenative Coupling (CDC)
Reactions as Key-Step to Access D π A Type Organic
Dyes
In the research field of synthetic organic chemistry, direct
C H bond activation/functionalization has been well developed and the ultimate version would be: oxidative/dehydro-

Scheme 11. Facile synthesis of versatile π A π type oligoheteroarenes via
direct C H/C Br coupling reactions.

Chem. Rec. 2021, 21, 1 – 12

Scheme 12. Synthesis of D π A type organic dyes using copper-catalyzed
C H/C I coupling reactions as key step.
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Scheme 13. Synthesis of D π A organic dyes by direct C H/C H couplings.

genative C H/C H coupling reactions, which is by far the
most atom- and step-saving approach to target products.
However, application of cross-dehydrogenative coupling
(CDC) reactions in the efficient synthesis of optoelectronic
organic materials was rare. Few years ago, we published an
optimized CDC method to facilely access a variety of pushpull type organic dyes. The reaction conditions were compatible with sensitive functional groups including ketones, esters,
nitro groups and aldehydes (Scheme 13). Three of the
obtained organic dyes were fabricated dye-sensitized solar cells,
displaying PCEs of 3.39-4.85 % (Scheme 14).[30]

Actually, this synthetic strategy was mainly designed for
thiophene-based π-conjugated small molecules. The hydrogen
at 2-position of thiophene is more reactive than the ones at 3positions, thus leading to good regioselectivities. However,
direct C H/C H coupling on benzene-based derivatives was
thought to be more challenging since the ubiquitous C H
bonds with similar reactivities. Generally, the CDC reaction
on benzene rings is required to install an appropriate directing
group (DG) in order to achieve good regioselectivities. Because
our research interest is the efficient preparation of thiophenecontaining optoelectronic materials, the substrate scope of
above synthetic methodology was focused on thiophene and
related derivatives.
3.6. Bridging Direct C H Arylation with Perovskite Solar
Cells: A Synthesis Shortcut to High-Performance
Hole-Transporting Materials
In addition to dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), we also
reported a series of direct C H arylation approaches to
efficiently synthesize small-molecule hole-transporting materials (HTMs) for use in perovskite-based solar cells (PSCs). The
representative work was disclosed in 2018,[31] describing a twostep synthesis-shortcut to access triphenylamine-core based
HTMs via sequential direct C H (hetero)arylations. Selected
examples are provided in Scheme 15. Perovskite-based solar
devices exhibited promising PCEs of up to 17.69 % while
using these molecules as hole-transporting layers. The photoelectric conversion efficiency of our devices was comparable to

Scheme 14. Application of three dye molecules in dye-sensitized solar cells.
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Scheme 15. New synthesis of star-shaped HTMs by sequential C H/C Br
coupling reactions.

the ones employing commmercially avaolable spiro-OMeTAD
as HTM (17.79 %).
As for the limitations, we have tried a one-pot synthetic
strategy, combining the optimized two-step procedures in a
single step. However, we observed a complexe mixture that
was very difficult to isolate the desired product.
3.7. One-Pot Synthesis of D π D π D Type
Hole-Transporting Materials by Sequential C-H (Hetero)
arylations
Another succinct synthetic strategy for small molecule holetransporting materials was published in 2018. We successfully
developed a new access to four D π D π D type linear
oligomers by using one-pot sequential C H/C Br coupling
reactions. While used as the hole-transport layer in PSCs, these
molecules showed the highest PCE of 15.4 % (Scheme 16).[32]
It is noteworthy that synthesis design for these molecules
has been simplified from traditional eight-step method to
present two-step protocol, which gives material chemists a
step-economical new alternative while attempting to prepare
linear HTMs.

4. Unsolved Problems and Possible Developments
For the past decade, we have been focusing on the use of
palladium- or copper-based catalysts to carry out direct C H
(hetero)arylations for the facile construction of thiophenebased optoelectronic materials. On the other hand, the
inexpensive catalysts including [Fe]-, [Co]-, or [Mn]-based
complexes were also examined in direct C H arylations by our
Chem. Rec. 2021, 21, 1 – 12

Scheme 16. Two-step in one-pot synthetic approach for the D π D π D
type linear HTMs.

group, primarily aimed at employing thiophene and its
derivatives as substrates. However, we found that it was
difficult to reproduce an equally efficient reactivity or
selectivity as the we obtained in the [Pd]-based reactions.
Targeting on thiophenes, we think more efforts have to be
paid to explore and design more effective catalyst/ligand and
other reaction parameters for the non-palladium-catalyzed
C H arylation reactions. Besides, concerning the product
purifications, most target molecules shown in this article
required column chromatography to achieve analytically pure,
which might be an obstacle for the industries. As for the future
developments, we think the transition-metal-free C H/C X
and C H/C H coupling reactions would be crucial to the
green synthesis of π-conjugated organic materials. In addition
to thiophene-based molecules, we also anticipate to discover
new functional materials based on other heteoarenes such
furans, selenophenes, and pyrroles.

5. Summary and Outlook
We have successfully developed a series of methodologies of
palladium- or copper-catalyzed direct C H (hetero)arylation
for the step-saving synthesis of functional π-conjugated
materials. Focusing on the photovoltaic application in dyssensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and perovskite solar cells (PSCs),
symmetrical D π A π D, D π D π D, unsymmetrical
D π A, and star-shaped small molecules were efficiently
synthesized and studied. As one of our long-term objectives,
we are trying to investigate the [Co]-, [Mn]-, or the more
challenging [TM]-free cross-coupling reactions, targeting on
the direct C H (hetero)arylation/π-extension of organicelectronics-related heteroaryls. We expect our recent achieve-
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ments would help to bridge the research gap from direct C H
arylations to small-molecule organic solar cells.
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C H bond activations and organic solar
cells seem to be two parallel research
fields. We have been endeavouring to
bridge the gap from synthetic methodologies to organic optoelectronic materials.
This article briefly reviews our recent
achievements on the development of

step-saving synthetic routes to various πconjugated small molecules for use as the
“active ingredients” in dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) or perovskite solar
cells (PSCs), mainly through preoptimized direct C H/C X or C H/
C H coupling reactions.
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